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Italy

Snam and api Group have signed a framework agreement for 
the development of approximately 200 new natural gas and 
biomethane fuelling stations in Italy, within IP commercial 
network. The agreement is part of both companies’ 
commitment to promoting sustainable mobility and aims to 
extend the distribution network of natural gas for transport 
throughout the country. Italy is the leading European market 
for natural gas consumption for vehicles, with over 1 million 
existing vehicles using CNG.

Under the agreement, Snam and api Group will jointly identify 
existing fuelling stations on the IP ordinary and motorway 
networks where they will be able to install facilities to supply 
CNG to cars. The first 30 stations will be contractualized 
within the first few months of 2019. Distributors of LNG 
for heavy-duty vehicles are also under consideration (the 
number of vehicles using LNG in Italy has increased from 
less than 100 in 2015 to approximately 1,000 today).

This agreement will help promote sustainable mobility 
in Italy therefore benefitting both the environment and 
consumers. Snam4Mobility’s initiatives are aimed at sector 
operators to support the development of natural gas and 
biomethane stations and their increased presence in the 
country’s various regions, which will also help improve the 
quality of supply to consumers.

The diffusion of innovative and sustainable fuels such as 
natural gas is consistent with the development path of the 
api Group which is today, with over 5,000 service stations 
throughout Italy, the leading Italian operator in the fuel 
sector by number of distribution points, thanks also to the 
recent acquisition of TotalErg. The agreement with Snam 
is a firm contribution to the creation of an efficient national 
infrastructure for alternative fuels, which is one of api Group’s 
main objectives.

Moreover, Eni and Snam, through its subsidiary 
Snam4Mobility, have signed a second contract implementing 
the framework agreement signed in May 2017, aimed at 
creating 20 new CNG refueling stations for vehicles in 
Italy, as part of both companies’ commitment to promoting 
sustainable mobility in the country. Mobility using natural 
gas is also becoming increasingly renewable through the 
gradual development of a biomethane supply chain that 
uses existing facilities.

The deal follows the contract signed a few months ago to 
create a group of 14 CNG stations, of which the first are 
due to open within the first quarter of 2019. Under the 
agreement, Snam will design, create and maintain 20 new 
CNG stations within Eni’s national distributor network. The 
investment for these activities is expected to be within the 
region of €10 million.

The contract announced is among many initiatives that 
Snam4Mobility is leading to promote sustainable mobility 
throughout Italy, to the benefit of both the environment and 
consumers. These initiatives are aimed at sector operators 
to support the development of natural gas and biomethane 
refuelling stations and their greater presence in the country’s 
various regions, which will also help improve the quality of 
supply to consumers.

Eni’s aim is to further strengthen its sustainable mobility 
offering with this initiative. Eni’s network of 4,400 stations 
includes 1,000 facilities supplying natural gas and LPG.

United Kingdom

As part of a consortium of major UK Automotive suppliers, 
Zircotec will be awarded funding through the government 
funded Advanced Propulsion Centre (APC) to provide 
expertise to develop viable natural gas off-highway vehicle 
technologies. The consortium’s focus is to improve the 
performance, autonomy and efficiency of a low carbon 
agricultural tractor concept using an engine fuelled by 
natural gas or biogas instead of diesel. If successful, the 
technology developed will enable other vehicles, such as 
trucks and buses to adopt natural gas engines too.

Significantly higher exhaust gas temperatures occur with 
natural gas engines, compared with diesel, necessitating 
advanced thermal management techniques to meet cost and 
packaging targets. Zircotec is providing essential thermal 
management consultation to contain the higher exhaust 
temperatures associated with the change of fuel, which 
increase from around 500°C to as much as 850°C.

The APC, which aims to position the UK as a centre of 
excellence for low carbon propulsion development and 
production, is investing circa £10 million to the carefully 
selected consortium for the project. It aims to develop and 
demonstrate practical and cost-effective technologies to 
use biomethane produced from agricultural waste to power 
farm equipment directly, reducing emissions significantly and 
becoming close to carbon neutral. In well-to-wheels analysis 
of CO² emissions, biomethane outperforms all other fuels and 
competes with electric power produced from wind turbines.

The project is scheduled for completion mid-2020. Currently, 
individual thermal barrier materials are being optimized for 
specific applications before vehicle-based development gets 

The Netherlands & Belgium

PitPoint has been awarded a total of 1.3 million euros 
in subsidy for the development of various alternative 
fuel infrastructure projects, such as natural gas, in the 
Netherlands and Belgium. PitPoint applied for a subsidy of 
up to 20% on investment cost for seven projects, including 
the construction of seven natural gas stations (six of CNG 
and one of L-CNG). The subsidy is issued by the Dutch-
Belgian collaboration project BENEFIC.

BENEFIC is an innovative cross-border project for the 
development of charging and refueling infrastructure for 
alternative fuels for transport. Flanders, Brussels and the 
Netherlands have made a total amount of 5.3 million euros 
available to achieve a definitive breakthrough for clean and 
green transport technologies. At the same time, the partners 
are implementing the European ‘Clean Power for Transport’ 
directive and fulfilling Belgian and Dutch ambitions in this area.

Jan Theo Hoefakker, Commercial Sales Director at PitPoint, 
said: “This is fantastic news of course. The confidence shown 
by BENEFIC in our CNG and our EV solutions strengthens 
our position as clean fuels provider. Thanks to the BENEFIC 
subsidy, we are able to further contribute to zero emission 
transport in the Netherlands and Belgium; and it brings us 
an important step closer to achieving our vision of 100% 
clean transport in 2030.”

All projects that have been awarded subsidy are already in 
progress, and works have to be finished by 2020 according to 
the subsidy terms.
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underway later this year. Great potential exists for future 
technology transfer to other transport applications such as 
large commercial vehicles and buses.

Led by New Holland Agriculture (brand of CNH Industrial 
N.V.), the program brings together a consortium of world-
class UK technology companies alongside Zircotec. These 
include Ricardo (engine consultancy), Eminox (after-
treatment) and the National Composite Centre (high 
pressure composite gas tanks).

Russia

On July 27, the Russian part of the Silk Way Rally 2018 drew 
to a close in Moscow. The natural gas-fuelled KAMAZ led by 
Sergey Kupriyanov successfully tackled all of the challenges, 
finishing fourth among trucks in the final standings. The 
vehicle travelled seven stages of the marathon, covering 
some 3,500 kilometres.

A new modification of the natural gas truck with a 16.16-liter 
engine and third-generation gas equipment was made by the 
KAMAZ-Master team for the Silk Way Rally 2018. The vehicle 
is a special model of a sports truck powered by natural gas. 
The first sports truck fueled by natural gas was created 
in 2013 by the KAMAZ-Master team with the support of 
Gazprom and VTB Bank.

In the course of the race, the vehicle refuelled at 16 CNG 
filling stations of Gazprom located along the route of the 
rally. Moscow currently has the largest number of CNG 
stations, with six refuelling facilities of Gazprom in operation 
and another four slated for commissioning before the end of 
this year.

“The vehicle is brand-new, built just this year: it has a 
different engine and a more state-of-the-art suspension. 
It is a veritable monster for off-road travel, and it has gas 
cylinders. It is our way of saying that there is nothing to be 
afraid of: it is not only safe and eco-friendly but also, as the 
race demonstrates, efficient,” said Kupriyanov.

Poland

MAN Truck & Bus Polska has won the order of 80 natural gas 
buses from Warsaw bus operator MZA. The order involves 
the purchase of 50 articulated buses and 30 solobuses from 
the MAN Lion’s City CNG range. Another 30 natural gas 
buses are to follow a short while later, meaning that a total of 
110 new Lion’s City CNG buses will be starting their service 
in the Polish capital at the start of 2019. All of the ordered 
buses will be built in the MAN plant in Starachowice.

“This is the largest purchase of low-emission buses in 
the history of our city’s bus company. There are currently 
35 natural gas buses driving around the capital; in the 
coming year, the number will increase by as many as 110. 
Environmental protection is our main priority and so we are 
already planning the next purchases. In 2020, more than 300 
gas and electric buses will then be on the road for the city’s 
bus company,” said Renata Kaznowska, Deputy Mayor of the 
city of Warsaw.

“The acceptance of our offer demonstrates the excellent 
collaboration that unites us. It also confirms that the MAN 
buses in the fleet of MZA, the city’s bus company, have 
proven themselves to be a reliable means of transport in the 
local public transport system,” added Jean-Sylvain Delepaut, 
member of the executive board at MAN Truck & Bus Polska.

The new vehicles’ most important distinguishing feature is 
the environmentally friendly and economical natural gas-
powered drive. These buses can also be driven with refined 
biogas without any technical modifications, meaning that 
they are almost CO2 neutral. MAN currently offers the 
widest range of gas-powered buses on the market, including 
12-m-long solobuses and articulated buses 18.75 m in length 
with a low-floor chassis and lowered entrance.

Spain

The HAM Group launched a new public access station that 
offers both CNG and LNG and is the first located within the 
port of Barcelona. With this opening, there are already 18 
public stations operated by HAM (15 with LNG and 13 with 
CNG). Although the official opening will be in September and 
October, the station is already operational for the refuelling 
of vehicles.

Thanks to this new HAM facility, LNG and CNG will be 
provided to port vehicles, heavy or light trucks, vans, taxis 
and private cars running on this clean energy, not only 
reducing their operating fuel costs but also offering a new 
alternative so that the port’s transportation can reduce 
emissions and improve the air quality of the city. The station 
has an LNG dispenser and a double CNG dispenser.

In addition to the station in the port of Barcelona,    HAM plans 
to expand its network of LNG and CNG stations with the 
installation of new refuelling points in the peninsula. The 
most advanced are located in the communities of Aragón, 
Asturias, Castilla y León, Galicia and Extremadura.

There are already 59 natural gas stations operating in Spain, 
while there are 43 currently under construction.
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S APIO, which has been producing and marketing 
cryogenic and compressed gases for over 95 years, 
can boast of considerable experience and know-how 
in supplying solutions that cover all the phases of 

biomethane production and marketing.

Biomethane is an advanced, renewable and sustainable biofuel 
obtained by refining biogas from agricultural residues and 
waste. Biomethane is the only one alternative zero-and low 
emissions fuel that can power cars, light commercial vehicles, 
local public transport vehicles, heavy vehicles and boats. Its 
use can contribute to the “decarbonisation” of the planet, 
replacing fossil fuels.

The supply chain includes the purification of biogas to 
biomethane in gaseous form, which is then transformed into 
liquid phase. Liquid biomethane is stored in cryogenic tanks 
and transported in dedicated cryogenic tankers to filling 
stations for the transport sector.

A real circular economy can be developed when liquid 
biomethane is available on the market, with benefits in every 
area, from agriculture to logistics. Biomethane is produced 
throughout the country by small and medium-sized farms 
and by local waste treatment companies. This means that 
liquid biomethane, which will soon be available at distribution 
facilities, should be considered a “zero-miles” product.

Made-in-Italy sustainable mobility
Biomethane: energy transition in progress

S APIO, che da oltre 95 anni produce e commercializza 
gas compressi e criogenici, vanta una notevole 
esperienza e know-how nel fornire soluzioni che 
coprono tutte le fasi del processo di produzione e 

commercializzazione del Bio-Metano.

Il Bio-Metano è un biocarburante avanzato, sostenibile e 
rinnovabile; esso si ottiene da un processo di raffinazione 
del biogas proveniente da eccedenze agricole e rifiuti. Il Bio-
Metano è tra i combustibili alternativi del futuro a zero e basse 
emissioni, in grado di alimentare automobili, veicoli commerciali 
leggeri, mezzi dei servizi pubblici locali, mezzi pesanti e navali; 
il suo impiego può contribuire alla decarbonizzazione del 
pianeta, sostituendo i carburanti di origine fossile.

La filiera prevede la purificazione del biogas a Bio-Metano 
gassoso e la sua successiva trasformazione in fase liquida. 
Il Bio-Metano liquido viene stoccato in serbatoi criogenici 
e infine trasportato ai punti di immissione in consumo nel 
settore autotrazione con autocisterne criogeniche dedicate.

La commercializzazione del Bio-Metano liquido rende 
possibile lo sviluppo di un’economia circolare reale, con 
conseguenti benefici in ogni ambito, dal settore agricolo a 
quello logistico. Il Bio-Metano è prodotto su tutto il territorio 
nazionale da piccole e medie aziende agricole, oltre che da 

Mobilità sostenibile made in Italy
realtà locali dedicate al trattamento dei rifiuti. Ciò significa che 
il Bio-Metano liquido, a breve disponibile presso gli impianti di 
distribuzione, è da considerarsi a km 0.

Attualmente, in Italia sono immatricolati circa 1000 motrici 
alimentate a GNL (Gas Naturale Liquefatto) e oltre un milione 
di veicoli a GNC (Gas Naturale Compresso). Le stazioni di 
rifornimento GNL pienamente operative sono più di 20, alle 
quali vanno aggiunte le stazioni di rifornimento L-GNC (Gas 
Naturale Compresso derivato da Liquido) e GNC, che in totale 
sono più di 1300.

Si prevede che il numero di stazioni aumenti considerevolmente, 
viste le numerose richieste di autorizzazione per la costruzione 
di nuovi distributori. Ad oggi il GNL è importato dai tre principali 
terminali europei, con costi di trasporto non trascurabili.

I principali benefici dei mezzi alimentati a Bio-Metano sono una 
riduzione delle emissioni di CO2 dell’80% rispetto all’utilizzo di 
metano fossile, un’autonomia fino a 1600 km con circa 500 kg 
di metano liquido, minori emissioni rumorose (- 3 dB) in virtù 
del motore a ciclo Otto, una riduzione del 99% di emissioni di 
polveri sottili (PM) e del 70% di emissioni NOX. Tutto ciò con 
minori costi di esercizio.

È poi possibile usufruire di incentivi Statali per l’acquisto di ogni 
singola motrice a metano liquido; oltre a questo il Decreto 19 
Marzo 2018 prevede un incentivo per la costruzione di nuove 
stazioni di rifornimento a Bio-Metano. 

Bio-Metano: transizione energetica in corso

Currently in Italy, there are 1.000 registered LNG tractor units 
and over a million CNG (Compressed Natural Gas) vehicles. 
There are over 20 fully operational LNG filling stations, in 
addition to over 1.300 L-CNG (Liquefied-to-Compressed 
Natural Gas) and CNG stations.

This number is due to increase considerably because of the 
numerous applications submitted for the authorisation to 
construct new filling stations. Currently, LNG is imported 
from the three main European terminals, with non-negligible 
transport costs.

The main benefits of biomethane-powered vehicles are an 80% 
reduction in CO2 emissions compared to using fossil methane, 
up to 1.600 km driving range with 500 kg of liquid methane, lower 
sound emissions (- 3 dB) thanks to the Otto cycle engine, a 99% 
reduction in particulate matter emissions and 70% reduction in 
NOx emissions. All this comes with lower operating costs.

Government grants are available for the purchase of every 
liquid methane tractor unit. The 19 March 2018 Decree also 
provides a structured system of grants for the construction of 
new biomethane filling stations. 
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More LNG-powered truck models 
available for logistics in the UK

UK’s most eagerly-anticipated natural gas truck had its global debut in July, 
with the new IVECO Stralis NP 460 6×2 tractor unit. Moreover, Volvo’s new 
natural gas powered FM tractor is being trialled by Abbey Logistics.

A bbey Logistics has begun trials of Volvo’s new 
natural gas powered FM tractor, the first 6×2 
heavy regional and long-haul LNG tractor in the 
UK. Volvo’s new LNG FM promises the same fuel 

efficiency and the same performance as diesel – but with 
20% less CO2 emissions and lower fuel costs. In addition, 
the new truck only requires the same service intervals as 
the diesel version. Volvo’s new G13C engine is based on their 
diesel engine technology but instead uses approximately 90-
95% LNG and 5-10% diesel to ignite the LNG.

Abbey has already trialled both CNG and LNG fuels on 
4×2 axle tractors in back to back tests with their diesel 
equivalents last year. The tests produced some very 
positive results with reduced fuel costs and CO2 emissions, 
as well as encouraging driver feedback about the vehicles’ 
drivability and comfort. However, for Abbey to realize the 
full benefits of gas power, the tractors needed to be able to 
compete with its regular fleet of 44-ton units.

David Batty Abbey Logistics Fleet Engineer said: “We are 
very excited to be the first UK tanker company to trial 
Volvo’s new 6×2 tractor. I have been convinced of the 

potential benefits of gas technology in heavy haulage 
based on our extensive trials last year, and this new 
tractor has the potential to be a pivotal moment for us 
and the wider industry.”

Darren Newman, Volvo Group UK’s LNG/CNG Account 
Manager said: “The Abbey trial is an important milestone 
for our new LNG technology, it the first true 44-ton test we 
have done. I believe our LNG technology will be a game 
changer because it can deliver diesel comparable torque 
ratings, so important in bulk transport, whilst significantly 
reducing operating costs and reducing the climate impact 
of heavy transport.”

Moreover, during July UK’s most eagerly-anticipated natural 
gas truck had its global debut, with the new IVECO Stralis NP 
460 6×2 tractor unit. The vehicle was unveiled at an exclusive 
launch event for customers and dealers at Gasrec’s refuelling 
site at the Daventry International Rail Freight Terminal 
(DIRFT) – one of Europe’s largest LNG stations. The Stralis 
NP 460 6×2 is available to order from dealers nationwide with 
immediate effect, with the first demonstrators expected to 
commence trials with UK fleets during October 2018.
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nternational logistics firm Arcese has taken delivery of a 
6.5-tonne IVECO Daily Natural Power chassis cab, the first 
natural gas-powered light commercial vehicle to join its 
UK fleet. Its ultra-clean engine enables the company to 
make unrestricted deliveries to its luxury retail customers 
in central London. Most of the company’s journeys end 
up in the city’s Ultra-Low Emission Zone (ULEZ) – which 
comes into force next year.

“Our drivers travel into London every day so we needed 
a manufacturer which could quickly supply gas-powered 

Logistics group adds IVECO Daily Natural 
Power for London deliveries

vehicles that already meet current and future emission 
standards. IVECO is a leader in this market and showed us 
why the Daily Natural Power is perfect for our operations,” 
said Michele Nascetti, Country Manager at Arcese UK. 

Arcese’s European fleet already operates natural gas-
powered IVECO vehicles. “Our group’s strategy has 
always been focused on reducing emissions and that’s 
why we keep introducing alternative-fuel vehicles. IVECO 
is well placed to help our UK fleet begin to transition 
from diesel to natural gas as we continue to strive for 
greater sustainability levels,” added Nascetti.

The Daily Natural Power features a purpose-built 
3.0-liter natural gas spark ignition engine which delivers 
performance comparable to diesel in terms of power, 
torque and response – including 136 hp and up to 350 
Nm of torque between 1,500 and 2,730 rev/min. It is also 
50% quieter than diesel, making it perfect for Arcese’s 
inner-city deliveries either early in the morning or late 
at night. Running on CNG, the engine produces 12% 
fewer NOx emissions, 76% less particulate matter and 
up to 95% less CO2 emissions when using biomethane.

The Daily Natural Power is mounted with a box body 
built by Kira, which has a folding tail lift to help drivers 
make deliveries in tight urban streets and hanging rails 
inside to keep its cargo of predominantly fashion goods 
in perfect condition while in transit. A tracking system 
also helps to boost load security. In operation five days a 
week, the vehicle will be based out of Arcese’s main UK 
depot in Tilbury, Essex.

» WEH® H2 FUELLING NOZZLES
Top QUALITY for maximum RELIABILITY

» www.weh.com

WEH® TK17 H2 70 MPa ENR

SAFE & EASY 
H2 Refuelling 

Designed to be the most sustainable heavy truck for 
44-tonne operation, the Stralis NP 460 6×2 stands apart 
from competitors for being the first three-axle tractor to 
operate on 100% LNG and has been engineered in both 
right-hand and left-hand drive variants. The new vehicle 
joins IVECO’s growing natural gas-powered line-up, 
which now stretches from 3.5 to 44-tonnes. The existing 
4×2 Stralis NP range offers a choice of 400hp and 460hp 
engines – of which there are 25 already in operation in the 
UK and more than 1,000 across Europe.

Stuart Webster, IVECO UK & Ireland Business Director, 
says: “This is a really exciting launch for IVECO and marks 
the moment natural gas moves into mainstream UK 
volume in a big way. What began as a niche fuel now offers 
fleets the widest range of opportunities for the future and 
we’re absolutely committed to helping operators begin the 
technology transfer from diesel to natural gas.”

The Stralis NP 460 6×2 runs exclusively on LNG from 
tanks mounted either side of the chassis, for a range of 
approximately 750km. IVECO says this makes it perfect 
for applications where vehicles travel on a ‘same-day out 
and back’ operation, with gas companies keen to support 
businesses in establishing on-site refuelling capabilities 
to complement the UK’s growing network.

IVECO engineers have also worked hard to ensure the 
new vehicle can accommodate the largest possible LNG 
tanks, whilst still maintaining 22.5” wheels across all 
three axles – one of many steps to ensure Stralis NP 
enjoys the widest possible customer acceptance. Sitting 
at the heart of the new vehicle is the 12.9 litre IVECO 
Cursor 13 NP single-fuel engine, offering the perfect 
blend of power and performance for the majority of UK-
based applications. 
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SPIGF: do not miss the opportunity 
to visit one of the leading events of 
the oil and gas industry!  

Top managers of large world leaders on the oil and gas market, investors, heads of 
state institutions and ministries, well-known industry experts and scientists will 
meet on 2-5 October at EXPOFORUM CONVENTION AND EXHIBITION CENTRE.

S PIGF’s convention program will include more than 
90 business events: plenary sessions, conferences, 
round tables, closed meetings, on-site technical 
tours. Participants will primarily focus on the 

issues of energy security, gas engine fuel, oil and gas 
chemistry, gas distribution and gas consumption and other 
challenging issues of the industry. 

SPIGF 2018 key figures:

Alexey Miller, Chairman of the Management Committee, 
Gazprom
Rainer Seele, Chairman of the Executive Board; CEO OMV AG
Vitaly Markelov, Deputy Chairman of the Management 
Committee, Member of the Board of Directors, Gazprom
Pavel Zavalny, Chairman of the State Duma Committee of 
Energy of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation
Mr. Mel YDREOS, Director of Public Affairs, International 
Gas Union
Mr. Roland ROESCH, Deputy Director of the Innovation and 
Technology Center of the International Renewable Energy 
Agency (IRENA)
Mr. Thierry BROS, Vice President for Research, Tellurian Inc.
Mr. Gerald LINKE, CEO, German Technical and Scientific 
Association for Gas and Water (DVGW)
Mr. Joe M. Kang, President, International Gas Union
Ms. Valerie Ducrot, Executive Director, Global Gas Centre

Ms. Beate Raabe, Secretary General, Eurogas
Mr. Andrea Gerini, Secretary General, NGVA Europe
Mr. Kostas Andriosopoulos, Member of the Board, Global 
Gas Centre
Mr. Alexey Gromov, Director of Energy Department, 
Institute for Energy and Finance
Mr. Sergey Komlev, Head of Contract Structuring and Price 
Formation Directorate, Gazprom export
Ms. Mariarosa Baroni, President, NGV Italy, NGV 
International Academy
Leonid Shtern, President of the International Shukhov 
Foundation

The Forum’s key event will be its plenary session “The role 
and significance of natural gas in the energy balance of the 
world economy”. Representatives of Gazprom, OMV AG, 
Uniper SE, CNPC, Royal Dutch Shell, ENGIE, Verbundnetz 
Gas AG, and International Gas Union are invited to take 
part in the dialogue. The experts will exchange their views 
on the most relevant trends in the gas market, discuss the 
current state and long-term tendencies in the development 
of the gas industry, the introduction of new technologies 
and innovative production solutions. 

The 15th Conference of Northeast Asian Gas and Pipeline 
Forum (NAGPF) will be held for the first time within the 
framework of SPIGF. Participants will discuss strategic 
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issues related to establishment of a gas pipeline network 
in Northeast Asia, international cooperation, as well 
as part of gas in national economies of the regional 
countries.

A large-scale exposition will demonstrate the latest 
developments and promising projects of the gas industry 
and related industries. SPIGF 2018 will feature such 
high-profile participants as Gazprom, OMV AG, Uniper 
SE, Gazprom Gas-Engine Fuel, Russian Export Center, 
Gazprom avtomatizatsiya, RUSNANO, CHELPIPE GROUP, 
Main Company of COMITA Group of Companies, Russian 
Cylinders, RGM-Neft-Gaz-Service and others. 

Delegate package includes:

∙ Delegate badge
∙ Admission to all events of the convention program (except 
events requiring special invitation)
∙ Handout materials
∙ Admission to all exhibitions held as part of SPIGF 2018
∙ Meals during all days of the SPIGF 2018 convention 
program (lunch and coffee breaks) 
∙ One invitation to the Forum’s opening ceremony

VENUE

EXPOFORUM CONVENTION AND EXHIBITION CENTRE 
is the largest specialized venue of its kind in Europe 

and Russia. It consists of: three exhibition pavilions, 
convention centre with a total holding capacity of 
10,000 people (35 conference halls), St. Petersburg’s 
first HILTON hotels, business centre, customs-and-
logistics complex, cafes, restaurants and other such 
infrastructural amenities.

St. Petersburg is a treasury of the world’s culture, a 
recognized tourism and business centre. The appearance 
of such a modern and multifunctional Convention and 
Exhibition centre with developed infrastructure opened a 
new location for residents and visitors of the city. It is a place, 
where the biggest events such as summits, conferences, 
exhibitions, children’s and sport events are held.

We look forward to seeing you at the 8th St. Petersburg 
International Gas Forum (SPIGF)!

Official website: www.gas-forum.ru 

Outcomes of SPIGF 2017

The exhibition area of exceeding 25,000 m2
11,500 industry visitors
500 exhibitors from 14 countries
Over 4,500 delegates from 43 countries
Total number of business program events: 90
More than 300 journalists from 150 Russian and foreign 
media 
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AltFuels Mexico 2019

Mexico is also a promising landscape for the development 
of natural gas and alternative fuel industry. In order 
to promote the benefits of clean energies and help 
strengthen sustainable mobility in the country, AltFuels 

Mexico 2019 will take place on 11-14 March at the World 
Trade Center in Mexico City.

Organized by AltFuels Communications Group, AltFuels 
Mexico 2019 will also feature first level conferences 
and exhibition, led by national and international experts 
and companies, who will share their experiences and 
knowledge with visitors and exhibit the latest in clean 
energy technologies.

Cars began running on natural gas in Mexico more 
than 10 years ago. Several entities of the Republic 
launched programs promoted by the Secretariat of the 
Environment (Sedema), in which both vehicles from 
public transport, freight and private use were converted 
to CNG in order to transit to cities with a better quality 
of the air.

Thanks to these programs, today Mexico has more than 
10,000 vehicles that operate with CNG (45% of taxis, 15% 
of passenger transport, and 40% of freight transport).

These last two years represented a considerable increase 
in gasoline prices as part of the Energy Reform, which 
is why users are eager for alternatives in terms of 
automotive energy. One of them is to change the car, 
which works for some with more economic possibilities, 
however there is the option of converting the vehicles 
to natural gas or continue to drift using gasoline and 
contributing to the increase of greenhouse gases.

Efforts to improve air quality and reduce emissions 
produced by petroleum-based fuels continue throughout 
Europe. In addition, there is a strategic objective of 
reducing dependence on oil for all energy uses and 
applications. All this, as well as the economic and energy 
security advantages, is encouraging all countries to further 
adopt alternative fuels for road and marine transport:

CNG, LNG, Biogas, Dual Fuel, Hydrogen, Hybrids, express 
this trend in real life, which is gaining momentum in the 
Iberian Peninsula, one of Europe’s fastest growing markets 
regarding the use of alternative fuels and the related 
industry. 

The Iberian region has a leading position in Europe since 
it has 42% of the LNG continental storage capacity in 
regasification plants, distributed in its 6 active plants (the 
Spanish gas system has 7 of the 23 existing in Europe). 
Moreover, Spain is one of the European Union countries 
with the strongest supply security, receiving gas from more 
than 10 different sources.

With this encouraging scenario, AltFuels Iberia 2019 
will be held at the IFEMA Trade Fair Center, in Madrid, 
featuring first level conferences and exhibition of vehicles 
of all kinds, supply stations, components, plants, engines 
terrestrial and marine, as well as the entire alternative 
fuels industry universe showing the latest technological 
developments, with multiple networking & business 
options, and new advances. The event seeks to explore 
and strengthen economic ties among key decision makers, 
fostering high-level business meetings with the latest 
alternative fuel technology.

It is organized by AltFuels Communications Group, 
a publishing company and event organizer with wide 
experience in the natural gas sector worldwide, which 
publishes the NGVjournal.com newsletter, various 

AltFuels Iberia 2019: one of Europe’s fastest 
growing markets

specialized digital magazines and specific events: from 
the AltFuels Mexico of this year up to 4 biennial events of 
NGV Global, 6 of NGVA Europe, 3 of NGV Italy and several 
more in different countries of Latin America. AltFuels 
Communications Group was dedicated from the beginning 
to the natural gas for vehicles industry and development 
and expanded, in recent years, to the entire alternative 
fuels market.

The event will have the support of different national and 
international associations of the sector, and with the 
special collaboration as co-organizer in the maritime part 
of the Fundación Jorge Juan, responsible for the Madrid 
LNG & SHIPPING Forum, major international congress for 
the LNG maritime sector.

Natural gas, a sustainable and economic fuel

Natural gas for vehicles is the most efficient, clean and 
sustainable fuel since it balances significant environmental 
advantages, through the reduction of emissions of both 
CO2 and pollutants and less noise pollution. Considering 
that the origin of environmental pollution comes mainly 
from transport, natural gas is the real alternative for 
vehicles, since it reduces emissions of nitrogen oxides by 
more than 85%, emissions of sulphur oxide by 100% and 
particles in suspension by almost 100%. In addition, gas 
engines produce up to 50% less noise than diesel engines.

In Spain, the vehicle fleet running on natural gas has 
almost tripled during the last 7 years, going from 2,900 
units in 2010 to almost 8,500 in 2017, which represents 
an increase of almost 300%; while the car registrations 
experienced a rise that exceeds 2000% when climbing from 
97 registrations in 2012 to 2,300 in 2017. On the other hand, 
there are 22 provinces that already offer natural gas supply 
at public stations, including Madrid, Barcelona, Seville and 
Valencia. In the Iberian Peninsula there are 63 (53 in Spain 
and 10 in Portugal) natural gas stations open to the public 
and other 60 private facilities, according to the Spanish Gas 
Association (Sedigas). 
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La EMT de Madrid 

incorporará casi 500 

nuevas unidades a GNC

GVRIBERIA
Ya opera la primera estación de gas natural del Puerto de Barcelona

El Grupo HAM puso en marcha una nueva estación pública que ofrece tanto GNC como GNL y es 

la primera situada dentro del puerto de Barcelona. Con esta apertura, ya son 18 las estaciones 

públicas operadas por HAM (15 puntos de GNL y 13 de GNC).

Scania exhibe su amplia oferta de 

vehículos a gas natural

Gasnam visitó las instalaciones de Scania en 

Madrid para conocer de primera mano su gama de 

vehículos a gas y comprobar que las prestaciones 

son equiparables a un vehículo que emplea 

combustibles convencionales, al tiempo que suponen 

un significativo ahorro económico, reducción de las 

emisiones de CO2 y mejoras en eficiencia energética.

Repsol desarrolla tecnología para 

producir hidrógeno renovable

Repsol y Enagás firmaron un acuerdo para seguir 

desarrollando una tecnología que permite producir 

hidrógeno renovable. El objetivo es que, a medio 

plazo, ambas compañías puedan incorporar el gas 

obtenido por el nuevo proceso de baja huella de 

carbono a sus respectivos negocios, mejorando la 

sostenibilidad y la eficiencia.

El Consejo de Administración de la EMT aprobó una 

inversión de 138 millones de euros para la adquisición, 

durante los dos próximos años, de 460 nuevos autobuses 

para la flota municipal. Es la mayor compra de buses en 

volumen económico de la historia de la EMT
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La EMT de Madrid incorporará casi 
500 nuevas unidades a GNC

E l Consejo de Administración de la Empresa 
Municipal de Transportes (EMT) aprobó una 
inversión de 138 millones de euros para la 
adquisición, durante los dos próximos años, de 460 

nuevos autobuses para la flota municipal. Esta compra de 
autobuses, la mayor en volumen económico de la historia 

de EMT y también una de las mayores por número de 
vehículos, abarca los años 2019 y 2020; en cada uno de 
estos ejercicios, EMT recibirá 230 autobuses, todos ellos 
propulsados por gas natural.

Estos 460 vehículos se unen a los 689 comprados por la 
empresa municipal entre 2016 y 2018, lo que supone un 
monto total de 1.349 autobuses en tan solo cinco años, 
una cifra sin precedentes en la historia de EMT y una cifra 
enormemente relevante a nivel mundial. Ello supone que 
EMT habrá renovado, en el periodo 2016-2020, un 70% 
de su flota con un esfuerzo inversor cercano a los 350 
millones de euros.

Los fabricantes adjudicatarios de esta nueva compra de 
autobuses fueron Mercedes y Scania que suministrarán a 
EMT sus modelos Citaro NGT (276 unidades) y N280-GNC 
(184 unidades), respectivamente.

El hito más importante de esta renovación de la flota de 
autobuses municipales, más allá de ofrecer una óptima 
calidad de servicio a los usuarios, es cumplir los 
compromisos del actual equipo de Gobierno municipal y 
los requisitos del Plan A de Calidad del Aire de que la 
totalidad de la flota de EMT esté propulsada por 
combustibles poco o nada contaminantes en 2020. 

Ya opera la primera estación de gas 
natural del Puerto de Barcelona

E l Grupo HAM puso en marcha una nueva estación 
pública que ofrece tanto GNC como GNL y es la 
primera situada dentro del puerto de Barcelona. 
Con esta apertura, ya son 18 las estaciones 

públicas operadas por HAM (15 puntos de GNL y 13 de 
GNC). Aunque la inauguración oficial será en los meses de 
septiembre y octubre, la estación ya está operativa para el 
repostaje de vehículos.

Gracias a esta nueva instalación de HAM, se proveerá de 
GNL y GNC a los vehículos portuarios, camiones pesados 
o ligeros, furgonetas, taxi y automóviles particulares que 
usen esta energía limpia, no sólo reduciendo sus costes 
operativos de combustible sino también ofreciendo una 
nueva alternativa para que el transporte del puerto pueda 
reducir las emisiones de gases y mejorar la calidad 
del aire de la ciudad condal. La estación dispone de un 
surtidor doble de GNC y otro de GNL.

Además de la estación en el puerto de Barcelona, el 
grupo HAM tiene previsto ampliar su red de estaciones 
de GNL y GNC con la instalación de nuevos puntos de 
suministro en la península. Las más avanzadas están 
ubicadas en las comunidades de Aragón, Asturias, 
Castilla y León, Galicia y Extremadura.

Son ya 59 las estaciones de gas natural operativas en 
España, a las que próximamente se sumarán 43 que se 
encuentran actualmente en construcción. 
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Scania exhibe su amplia oferta de 
vehículos a gas natural

tractoras y hasta 1.600 en rígidos. Se trata del vehículo más 
potente de su gama con 410 CV y un par motor de 2.000 Nm.

También se revisó la gama completa a gas de Scania, 
compuesta por estas tres motorizaciones tanto en GNL 
como en GNC: 280 CV, 340 CV y 410 CV. Estos vehículos 
reducen hasta un 20% las emisiones de CO2 con gas natural 
y hasta un 99% en el caso del biogás. Suponen una opción 
real para el transporte de larga distancia y una opción 
ventajosa para el transporte urbano, ya que pueden circular 
incluso en situación de restricciones tanto ambientales 
como sonoras.

Gasnam y Scania trabajan paralelamente para fomentar la 
utilización de vehículos sostenibles y mejorar, de esta forma, 
la calidad del aire en los núcleos urbanos y reducir el 
impacto medioambiental. 

G asnam, la asociación ibérica fundada con el 
objetivo de fomentar el uso del gas natural en 
la movilidad tanto terrestre como marítima, 
visitó las instalaciones de Scania en Madrid para 

conocer de primera mano la gama de vehículos a gas 
natural de la compañía y comprobar que las prestaciones 
son equiparables a un vehículo que emplea combustibles 
convencionales, al tiempo que adicionalmente suponen 
un significativo ahorro económico, una reducción de 
las emisiones de CO2 y mejoras en cuanto a eficiencia 
energética.

La visita, a la que acudieron Carla García, responsable del 
Área Técnica; Eugenia Sillero, Secretaria General; y Elena 
Martínez, del departamento de Comunicación, se centró 
en el último modelo a GNL de la marca que cuenta con 13 
litros, 6 cilindros y más de 1.000 kilómetros de autonomía en 
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AltFuels Iberia 2019: uno de los 
mercados de mayor crecimiento

E n toda Europa continúan los esfuerzos por reducir los 
efectos nocivos sobre la calidad del aire producidos 
por los combustibles derivados del petróleo. A esta 
necesidad vital se añade el objetivo estratégico 

de reducir la dependencia del petróleo en todos los usos 
energéticos. Todo ello, así como las ventajas económicas y 
de independencia y seguridad energética, está impulsando 
por parte de todos los países la adopción de combustibles 
alternativos para el transporte terrestre y marítimo:

GNC, GNL, Biogás, Dual Fuel, Hidrógeno, Híbridos, 
expresan esta tendencia en la vida real, que tiene en 
la península ibérica uno de los mercados de mayor 
crecimiento de Europa en el uso de combustibles 
alternativos y la industria relacionada. 

La región ibérica tiene una posición líder a nivel europeo 
en el sector ya que dispone del 42% de la capacidad 
continental de almacenamiento de GNL en plantas de 
regasificación, distribuida en sus 6 regasificadoras activas 

(el sistema gasista español cuenta con 7, de las 23 que 
tiene Europa). Además, España es uno de los países de la 
Unión Europea con más seguridad de suministro, al recibir 
gas de más de 10 orígenes distintos.

En este escenario alentador para la región tendrá lugar 
AltFuels Iberia 2019, del 11 al 14 de junio en el Recinto 
Ferial de IFEMA, Madrid. Será un evento conformado por 
conferencias de primer nivel y exposición de vehículos de 
todo tipo, estaciones de aprovisionamiento, componentes, 
plantas, motores terrestres y marinos, así como el 
universo de la industria de los combustibles alternativos 
con los últimos desarrollos tecnológicos, múltiples 
opciones de networking, negocios y nuevos avances. 
AltFuels Iberia 2019 busca explorar y fortalecer los lazos 
económicos entre los que toman las decisiones clave, 
propiciando encuentros comerciales de alto nivel con lo 
último en tecnología de combustibles alternativos.

Este evento está organizado por AltFuels Communications 
Group, una empresa editorial y organizadora de eventos 
con amplia trayectoria en el sector del gas natural a 
nivel mundial, que publica la newsletter NGVjournal.
com, distintas revistas digitales especializadas y eventos 
específicos: desde la AltFuels México de este año hasta 
4 eventos bienales de NGV Global, 6 de NGVA Europe, 
3 de NGV Italy y varios más en distintos países de 
Latinoamérica.

AltFuels Communications Group se dedicó desde su 
inicio a la industria y al desarrollo del gas natural para el 
transporte y se expandió, en los últimos años, a todo el 
mercado de combustibles alternativos. 

El evento contará con el apoyo de distintas asociaciones 
nacionales e internacionales del sector, y con la especial 
colaboración como coorganizadora en la parte marítima de 
la Fundación Ingeniero Jorge Juan, responsable del Madrid 
LNG & SHIPPING Fórum, congreso internacional de 
referencia en el sector marítimo del GNL. 
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Repsol desarrolla tecnología para 
producir hidrógeno renovable

R epsol y Enagás firmaron un acuerdo para seguir 
desarrollando una tecnología que permite producir 
hidrógeno renovable. Esta tecnología, propia de 
Repsol en sus inicios, avanzará de esta forma en 

su progresión con el objetivo de que, a medio plazo, ambas 
compañías puedan incorporar este gas obtenido por el 
nuevo proceso de baja huella de carbono a sus respectivos 
negocios, mejorando la sostenibilidad y la eficiencia.

La alianza ha sido firmada por el Consejero Delegado de 
Repsol, Josu Jon Imaz, y el Consejero Delegado de Enagás, 
Marcelino Oreja. También han estado presentes por parte 
de Repsol el Director Corporativo de Tecnología y Corporate 
Venturing, Jaime Martín Juez; y el Director Corporativo de 
Estrategia, Control y Recursos, Antonio Lorenzo; así como 
el Director de Transformación de Enagás, Antón Martínez.

Es la primera vez que Repsol alcanza un acuerdo 
tecnológico en el que integra a un socio en la cadena de 
valor para acelerar el despliegue, en colaboración con 
Enagás, de un proceso que ha sido desarrollado en su 
fase inicial por el Centro de Tecnología Repsol. Con este 
acuerdo, ambas compañías impulsarán el desarrollo de la 
producción de hidrógeno utilizando como principal fuente 
la energía solar, reduciendo la huella de carbono en más de 
un 90% respecto a otros procesos convencionales para la 

obtención de este gas.

A medio plazo, el hidrógeno renovable obtenido por este 
nuevo proceso podrá ser utilizado por Repsol tanto en 
sus procesos de refino, para producir combustibles más 
limpios reduciendo la presencia de azufre; como en el 
negocio químico, en procesos convencionales como la 
hidrogenación del caucho.

El desarrollo previo, del que Repsol tiene registradas tres 
familias de patentes, dos de ellas ya concedidas en Europa, 
forma parte de los 52 acuerdos de colaboración científica 
suscritos por la compañía con los mejores centros de 
investigación y universidades de todo el mundo. También 
es el resultado del trabajo de investigación previo en 
torno al hidrógeno que desde 2014 lleva a cabo un grupo 
de investigadores de la compañía, con la colaboración de 
los expertos del Instituto de Investigación en Energía de 
Cataluña (IREC).

Para Enagás, este proyecto se enmarca en la estrategia de 
desarrollo de energías renovables no eléctricas, como el 
hidrógeno y el biogás/biometano, que son nuevas 
soluciones energéticas que pueden desempeñar un papel 
fundamental en el proceso de transición energética 
marcado por la Unión Europea. 
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New alliance plans to make LNG 
use a truly viable option for 
shipping

Three of the marine sector’s major technology companies, 
WinGD, Wärtsilä and GTT, have agreed to collaborate in 
making the use of LNG fuel a truly viable option for ship 
owners and operators. By combining their expertise and 
experience, the three companies deliver an effective, 
streamlined approach for achieving compliance with 
environmental legislation.

In 2017, a notable advance in the acceptance of LNG as a 
marine fuel was recorded with an order by CMA CGM for 
nine ‘mega’ containerships, each with a record capacity of 
22,000 TEU, to be built with LNG engines. These will be 
the first vessels of this type and size to operate on LNG. 
WinGD, Wärtsilä, and GTT cooperated closely in providing 
the required equipment for these vessels, and it was 
through this shared expertise that the industry-shaping 
collaboration was born.

“High efficiency and environmental sustainability are key 
pillars in building a successful future for shipping,” said Rolf 
Stiefel, Vice President Sales & Marketing, WinGD “This is why it 
is so important to work together, with other industry leaders, to 
make ship propulsion as efficient and ‘green’ as possible.”

“There is a wind of change blowing throughout the global 
marine industry. The conservative barriers that once 
resisted switching to a “new” fuel are falling down, and 
LNG is now being accepted as a fuel for all types of ships. 
Through collaboration with other industry leaders, we aim 
to speed this process,” commented Timo Koponen, Vice 
President, Processing Solutions, Wärtsilä.

“Operating on LNG fuel requires close integration between 
the engines, the fuel cargo tanks, and the fuel supply and 
control system. We are three companies having expertise in 
these fields, and by cooperating together we can optimize 
this integration process to the benefit of owners and 
operators around the world,” added Philippe Berterottière, 
Chairman and CEO of GTT.

Polish-Australian cooperation 
boosts exchange of LNG 
technology

Polskie LNG and the University of Western Australia (UWA) 
have signed a Memorandum of Understanding on the 
exchange of LNG know-how and technology. Polskie LNG 
thus followed in the footsteps of leading global corporations 
which work in partnership with the ARC Training Centre for 
LNG Futures at UWA. The agreement, which took place during 
the Polish-Australian Energy Forum, was signed on behalf 
of the parties by CEO of Polskie LNG Paweł Jakubowski and 
Professor Eric May, Chevron Chair in Gas Process Engineering 
and Director, ARC ITTC LNG Futures, UWA.

“We are hoping for a yet more intensive and systematic 
corporation in the LNG area, one bringing forth innovation 
in technology transfer and consequently leading to 
us implementing the most efficient and cutting-edge 
technological solutions in the expansion of the LNG 
Terminal in Świnoujście now taking place. We wish to thank 
our partners for their trust in us and we are immediately 
proceeding to implement the provisions of the memorandum,” 
said out Paweł Jakubowski, CEO of Polskie LNG.

The transfer of the Australian know-how into Poland may 
have a positive impact on the investment activities of Polskie 
LNG. In 2018, the company embarked on the extension of 
the LNG Terminal in Świnoujście, as a result of which its 
regasification capacity will increase from 5 bcm (billion cubic 
metres) to 7.4 bcm annually, which will be close to half of 
Poland’s yearly demand for gas. The terminal will also have 
new facilities such as the third storage tank, the region’s 
first siding for rail transport of LNG and an additional jetty 
for smaller vessels. The expansion program is expected to 
be finalized in the coming 4-5 years. Currently the necessary 
administrative decisions for respective expansion elements 
are being sought and tendering procedures to select key 
contractors are being held.

“LNG being an environmentally friendly and low emission fuel 
is currently becoming a preferred power source for maritime 
and inland navigation as well as an increasingly common fuel 
in road transport. The LNG market in Poland, in the region 
and worldwide keeps developing and our terminal, after the 
extension, stands a chance of playing a major role in this 
process. The goal of our participation in the current economic 
mission to Australia is, among others, is to make Australian 
entrepreneurs interested in taking part in the investment 
project consisting in terminal extension as well as to gain 
broader knowledge on the industry solutions available in the 
Australian market,” added Jakubowski.

LNG SECTION
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President Putin supports 
transition to cleaner LNG fuel in 
the Arctic

The proposal of President of the Republic of Finland Sauli 
Niinistö to use LNG as fuel in the Arctic “is absolutely correct,” 
Russian President Vladimir Putin said at his joint press 
conference with Finland’s President, according to the Kremlin 
press office. “Mr. President (Niinistö) has just said about the 
need to switch to more environmentally friendly fuels in the 
Arctic, and this is absolutely the right offer,” added Putin.

“The measures are being taken in the Kola Peninsula to 
switch from fuel that is more harmful to environment to less 
harmful fuels when using thermal power stations… And the 
second measure is the transition of shipping in the Arctic to 
LNG as marine fuel instead of fuel oil and other heavier ones,” 
Finland’s President said offering the issue for consideration at 
the future Arctic Summit.

On behalf of the Clean Arctic Alliance, Alexey Knizhnikov 
of WWF Russia said: “The risks of using heavy fuel oil in 
the Arctic are too high, and we welcome President Putin 
and President Niinisto’s vision and leadership in seeking 
to move to cleaner fuels for Arctic shipping. We should 
now expect that the Russian Federation’s position on the 
HFO issue will be adjusted in line with President Putin’s 
statement, and we hope to see these changes in place at the 
International Maritime Organization’s MEPC73 meeting this 
October in London”.

To date, Russia has not supported a ban on HFO use and 
carriage as fuel by ships in Arctic waters. Russia has seen this 
ban as a last resort and preferred to explore other mitigation 
options. The Clean Arctic Alliance is campaigning for a ban 
on HFO in the Arctic and notes that a Russian state-owned 
shipping company Sovcomflot has already spoken openly 
about the need to move away from oil-based fuels, while 
marine bunker fuel supplier Gazpromneft expects to halt fuel 
oil use from 2025.

New LNG-powered vessel 
delivered to Swedish operator

FKAB announced that the second vessel out of six, in the 
Gothia Tanker Alliance series of vessels, has been delivered. 
This time it was Ramanda for the owner Furetank Rederi 
AB Älvtank. This FKAB design is an environmental friendly 
16,300 DWT tanker equipped with dual fuel engines for LNG 
operation and is of ice class 1A.

This vessel concept is named FKAB T24C1 and was developed 
by FKAB together with the owner Furetank. Through its 
offices in Sweden & China, FKAB also delivered Basic Design & 
Detail Design to the shipyard.

Two more vessels of the remaining four will be delivered 
during 2018 by the shipyard Avic Dingheng.

The Furetank T24C1 is a 20,000 m3, TIER III oil product tanker 
for chemicals (IMO II and III) and oil products. It is designed 
for low fuel consumption and high cargo capacity with a 
density of 1,54 ton/m3 in an SECA area trade.

German government-owned 
bank funds Carnival’s new dual 
fuel ship

Financing for the world’s largest leisure travel company, 
Carnival Corporation & plc, KfW IPEX-Bank is providing 
approximately 786 million Euros for the construction of a new 
cruise ship, which will be built by Meyer Werft in Papenburg. 
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The new ship has a low-emission dual-fuel engine using LNG 
and marine diesel, and will normally run on LNG. It will be able 
to accommodate approximately 5,200 guests (lower berths). 
Delivery is scheduled for May 2022.

KfW IPEX-Bank is handling the entire structuring of the 
financing and taking on the roles of book runner, initial 
mandated lead arranger (MLA), facility agent and export credit 
agency (ECA) agent.

The plan is to syndicate up to 80% of the financing amount. 
The financing has a term of 12 years from the date of delivery. 
It is backed by export credit insurance issued by the Federal 
Republic of Germany (Hermes cover) and encompasses the 
Commercial Interest Reference Rate (CIRR) for ships, which 
is determined by the Organization for Economic Co-operation 
and Development (OECD).

“With this financing we are once again demonstrating our 
competence in arranging tailored financing for our customers 
in the cruise segment,” said Andreas Ufer, Member of the 
Management Board of KfW IPEX-Bank. “We are enabling our 
long-standing customer Carnival Corporation & plc, which 
placed the order with Meyer Werft Papenburg, one of the 
world’s leading cruise ship builders, to build a new flagship.”

Bureau Veritas issues guidelines 
supporting operation of FSRUs 
and FSUs

As interest in both Floating Storage and Regasification Units 
(FSRUs) and Floating Storage Units (FSUs) is growing, Bureau 
Veritas has issued new and updated notations and guidance 
to support the construction and operation of both Floating 
FSRUs and FSUs. Floating gas terminals offer operational 
flexibility, reduced timescales – from concept to operation, 
and cost effectiveness in comparison with onshore terminals.

Additionally, converting existing LNG carriers offers a fast 
route to operational availability. There are more than 20 LNG 
carriers presently in laid-up condition. Many of them are 
candidates for conversion to floating terminal applications, 
such as FSRU or FSU operations. The new conversion 
guidelines provide clear advice to the LNG industry in properly 

addressing issues that either will or may arise during the 
conversion of LNG carriers into FSRUs or FSUs.

Matthieu de Tugny, COO, Bureau Veritas, Marine & Offshore 
said, “With growing interest in floating gas terminals, 
working with industry stakeholders, we are providing the rule 
framework and guidance necessary to develop both FSRU and 
FSU terminals – both for newbuildings and conversions. Last 
November, Bureau Veritas published NR645, the first rules 
document fully dedicated to FSRUs. These new notations 
and guidelines are further evidence of BV’s classification 
leadership in both FSRUs and FSUs.”

Bureau Veritas and floating gas terminal leadership in the 
development of specific notations, regulations and tools: the 
first FSRU newbuild, delivered in 2005, was to BV class; the 
largest FSRU ever built is MOL’s BV classed 263,000 m3 unit 
delivered in 2017; nearly 40% of the fleet in service is BV class.

Port of Amsterdam offers 
discount to environmentally-
friendly ships

For some years Port of Amsterdam has been giving discounts 
on port dues to vessels listed in the Environmental Ship 
Index (ESI) that have attained an ESI score of 20 points 
or higher. As of 1 August, the port will be increasing this 
incentive by adding another discount: it will be doubling the 
maximum ESI discount for vessels that are in the possession 
of an ESI certificate and use LNG for their main engine or 
auxiliary engine.

Port of Amsterdam regards LNG as a vital fuel which currently 
serves as the best alternative for the shipping industry, as it 
emits significantly smaller quantities of particulate matter 
than other fuels, as well as producing less carbon dioxide.

In order to encourage vessel operators to start using this fuel, 
the port will be providing an additional discount starting 1 
August. They also aim to have a bunker pontoon for LNG in 
place in the Port of Amsterdam by the end of 2018.

The introduction of this discount will help to advance the 
port’s mission of encouraging the 50,000 seagoing vessels, 
cruise ships and barges that call on the Port annually to 
operate as rapidly and efficiently as possible, using the least 
amount of resources. 
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European research project will 
start hydrogen production in 
Iceland

Icelandic geothermal power utility ON Power has 
announced it will start the experimental production of 
hydrogen at its Hellisheiði Geothermal Power Plant, near 
Reykjavik. The project is a European research project in 
collaboration with Icelandic companies Orkan, owned 
by Skeljung (Icelandic gas station operator), and Iceland 
New Energy.

An electrolyzer has been purchased and is being 
installed at Hellisheiði facility, in Southwest Iceland. Sale 
of hydrogen for vehicles could begin as early as October. 
The European project also includes the installation of a 
hydrogen refueling station. Orkan opened two hydrogen 
stations earlier this summer. For now imported hydrogen 
will be used until hydrogen will be produced from the 
new station.

The electrolyzer to be used has the capacity to produce 
enough hydrogen for all hydrogen-powered cars 
that operate in the country already, in addition to five 
hydrogen-powered buses, to be taken into use by the end 
of next year.

Bjarni Már Júlíusson, CEO of ON Power, states that the 
idea is to produce the hydrogen by the geothermal power 
plant and to distribute it in bottles to prevent any loss in 
transport. The hydrogen will be produced at one location 
and delivered at two to three stations.

The project’s startup cost is funded by European grants, 
in addition to a ISK 100 million (USD 949,000, EUR 
810,000) coming from ON Power. Bjarni does not expect 
the operation to be profitable at first, but notes he hopes 
that a successful market will be established for clean 
Icelandic energy in the future.

Repsol is developing technology 
to produce renewable hydrogen

Repsol and Enagás have signed an agreement to 
continue developing technology that allows for the 
production of renewable hydrogen. This technology, 
which was originally developed by Repsol, will drive 
progress toward a medium-term objective for both 
companies: incorporating the gas obtained through this 
new low-carbon process into their respective businesses, 
in order to improve sustainability and efficiency.

Repsol CEO Josu Jon Imaz and Enagás CEO Marcelino 
Oreja signed the agreement. Also in attendance were 
Repsol’s Corporate Director of Technology and New 
Ventures, Jaime Martín Juez; Repsol’s Corporate Director 
of Strategy, Control and Resources, Antonio Lorenzo; and 
Enagás’ Chief Transformation Officer, Antón Martínez. This 
is the first time that Repsol has formed a technological 
partnership that integrates a partner into the company’s 
value chain. In collaboration with Enagás, it will accelerate 
the deployment of a process whose initial phase was 
developed at the Repsol Technology Center.

With this agreement, both companies will further the 
development of hydrogen production using solar energy 
as a primary source. This will reduce its carbon footprint 
by more than 90% compared with other conventional 
processes for obtaining this gas.

In the medium term, Repsol will be able to use the 
renewable hydrogen obtained through this new method 
in its refining processes, in order to produce cleaner 
fuels and reduce the presence of sulfur, as well as in its 
chemicals business, as part of conventional processes 
such as rubber hydrogenation.

Repsol has three registered patent families, two of which 
have already been granted in Europe, as a result of the 
prior development process. This represents one of the 
52 scientific collaboration agreements the company 
has signed with the world’s top research centers and 
universities. It is also the result of previous research on 
hydrogen, which a group of the company’s researchers have 
been carrying out since 2014 in collaboration with experts 
from the Catalonia Institute for Energy Research (IREC).

This project fits within the framework of Enagás’ 
development strategy for non-electrical renewable 
energy sources, such as hydrogen and biogas/
biomethane. These new energy solutions have the 
potential to play a fundamental role in the energy 
transition process outlined by the European Union. 
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India’s long-range heavy vehicles now 
can run on clean fuels

Agility Fuel Solutions has launched its clean energy storage and 
powertrain systems in the Indian market, which will enable a range of 
up to 800 km on CNG for buses and in excess of 1,500 km for trucks.

A  gility Fuel Solutions has launched its efficient, 
globally-used clean energy storage and 
powertrain systems in the Indian market. Agility’s 
turnkey approach includes design, manufacture, 

testing and aftermarket support, with the requisite local 
certifications and homologation. Agility’s offerings enable 
a range of up to 800 km on CNG for buses and in excess 
of 1,500 km for trucks. These CNG storage systems open 
up the possibility for the first time of using CNG for long-
range intercity buses and trucks in India.

In 2017, India’s Petroleum and Explosives Safety 
Organisation (PESO) approved the use of Type 4 cylinders 
in the automotive sector, opening the Indian market to 
these lightweight natural gas cylinders which have been 
widely used in vehicles in Europe and North America over 
the past 20 years. 

Agility’s Type 4 cylinders are manufactured using 
carbon fiber composite, the same material used in 
mission-critical aerospace and defense applications. 
These composite cylinders are 70% lighter than steel 

cylinders and offer superior safety with no corrosion or 
metal fatigue. This enables a fleet owner to have a bus 
that is up to 750 kg lighter than existing CNG buses with 
comparable fuel capacity.

With natural gas powertrain systems compliant to Euro 
6 equivalent standards, CNG fuel management modules, 
and a range of other clean fuel solutions, Agility can help 
change the Indian transport industry to help improve air 
quality in the country and move towards clean propulsion 
systems as desired by policymakers.

“We are happy to start our Indian journey with lightweight 
CNG fuel systems tailored to the needs of the Indian 
market, backed by market support. We believe CNG is 
now a viable and cost effective option for fleets and 
automotive manufacturers since this can address Bharat 
Stage VI emissions requirements, immediately, well 
ahead of the 2020 target,” said Ravindra Vasisht, Agility’s 
Regional Director – India. “Agility’s long range CNG 
systems should make CNG buses and trucks a viable 
option across the country.” 
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Indian Railways switches to natural gas 
Indian Railways plans to replace industrial gases like dissolved acetylene, LPG, 
BMCG and furnace oil/high speed diesel (HSD) oil with natural gas (CNG, LNG 
and PNG), provided by GAIL.

I n order to replace industrial gases like dissolved 
acetylene, LPG, BMCG and furnace oil/high speed 
diesel (HSD) oil with environment friendly natural 
gas, Indian Railways has signed a Memorandum of 

Understanding (MoU) with M/s GAIL (India) Limited, to 
provide infrastructure facilities for the supply of natural gas 
to Indian Railways Workshops, Production Units and Depots 
today at Rail Bhavan in presence of Shri Ashwani Lohani, 
Chairman, Railway Board & Shri B. C. Tripathi, CMD GAIL.

The MoU was signed by Shri Chetram, CAO/ Indian Railway 
Organization for Alternate Fuels (IROAF) on behalf of Indian 
Railways and Shri Gajendra Singh, Director (Marketing) from 
GAIL (India) Limited.

This MoU is a broad based, in principle agreement, between 
GAIL and Indian Railways for creation of infrastructure and 
supply of CNG/LNG/PNG for both industrial and domestic 
purposes. Out of 54 workshops and PUs, 23 workshops have 
been identified in the first phase for replacement of Industrial 
Gases with Natural Gas. In domestic segment, in Railway 
colony, Bhubaneswar, about 1100 houses have been provided 
with D-PNG supply.

The use of Natural Gas has potential to replace about 844027 

cubic meter of Acetylene, 2354425 Kg of LPG and 140991 Kg of 
BMCG and 5500 KL of HSD/Furnace oil worth Rs. 70 crore per 
annum. Replacement by natural gases is likely to result into a 
saving of about Rs. 20 crore per annum to Indian Railways.

Speaking on the occasion, Shri Ashwani Lohani, Chairman 
Railway Board directed that all 23 workshops should start 
using Natural Gas by 31st December 2018, and further that all 
54 workshops and Production Units should be covered by 30th 
June 2019. Chairman Railway Board further directed that all 
railway establishments, including base kitchens of IRCTC, all 
guest houses and hostels and Railway divisions should start 
using Natural Gas by 30th June 2019. It was also decided that 
GAIL and IROAF would prepare a report on implementation of 
Natural Gas in Railway workshops by 30th September 2018. 
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Vietnam’s capital city puts into 
operation first CNG bus routes

The city of Hanoi will pilot three bus routes using compressed natural gas from 
August 1, according to the city’s Department of Transport. Buses have a capacity 
of carrying 50 passengers.

T he city of Hanoi will pilot three bus routes using 
compressed natural gas from August 1, according 
to the city’s Department of Transport. The three 
routes will be managed by Bao Yen Tourism, 

Construction and Services Co. Ltd.

The proposed routes are from My Dinh Bus Station to Son 
Tay Bus Station, from Yen Nghia Bus Station to Dang Xa 
Urban Area and from the National Hospital of Tropical 
Diseases to Times City.

Buses, which have a capacity of carrying 50 passengers, 
will run every 15-20 minutes with fares of 9,000 VND (38 
US cents) on the first and second routes, and 8,000 VND 
(34 US cents) on the third one.

The Hanoi Public Transport Management and Operation 
Centre explained CNG has many advantages: “it does not 
affect human health or the environment and, compared 
with other fuels, CNG is cheaper so it can help reduce 
operation costs,” they said.

Local experts calculated that buses running on CNG 
would save USD 8,308 in fuel costs compared to diesel 
each year. 
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Chinese companies form LNG 
fuelling alliance

provide resources for at least 50 percent of the demand of 
the projects.

Other than the above-mentioned demand with secured 
gas supply, China Gas Holdings will continue to purchase 
resources from CNOOC Gas and Power Group under the 
market-oriented principle, it will continue to purchase 
other domestic resources on its own, but shall, under the 
same conditions, preferentially purchase resources from 
CNOOC Gas and Power Group.

Further under the agreement China Gas Holdings will 
adopt the centralized purchase mode adopted by CNOOC 
Gas and Power Group or organize international resource 
procurement by itself, and CNOOC Gas and Power Group 
may arrange a certain window period for the qualified LNG 
receiving terminals owned or operated by them in China, in 
order to provide resource processing services.

Additionally, the two companies have agreed to establish 
an intermodal transportation joint venture for LNG tank 
containers with China Gas Holdings being responsible for 
the logistics management and operation.

Jointly, the two companies aim to promote the investment, 
construction and operation of the transportation projects 
for LNG tank containers. 

China Gas Holdings signed an agreement with CNOOC Gas and Power 
Group for strategic cooperation on the development of the entire 
industrial chain of natural gas. 

U nder the agreement, the two companies plan 
on constructing LNG bunkering stations, LNG 
filling stations for vehicles as well as in other 
downstream projects and transportation projects 

for LNG tank containers.

In respect of LNG bunkering stations, CNOOC Gas and 
Power Group aims to use its know-how from setting up 
its liquefied natural gas terminals while the China Gas 
Holdings will support the projects through planning sites, 
ports and resources.

The pair will also pick existing fuel stations owned by China 
Gas Holdings in order to carry out equity cooperation and 
also seek cooperation on new projects.

In addition to vehicle and vessel refilling projects, the 
parties will select high-quality downstream projects, 
which include but not limited to city gas, rural coal-to gas 
replacement, industrial park gas supply, coal-fired boiler 
renovation, LNG point-to-point supply, co-generation, and 
distributed energy.

Both parties agreed to set up five joint ventures in 
Shandong Province, Hebei Province, Hainan Province, 
Guangdong Province and Jiangsu Province by the end of 
September in 2018. The two companies noted they will 
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25 Yutong fuel cell buses promote 
green Winter Olympics in Zhangjiakou

A s the host city of the 24th Winter Olympic Games, 
Zhangjiakou aims to create a green winter 
Olympics and is committed to taking the lead in 
applying leading-edge hydrogen fuel cell buses. 

The delivered vehicles are the 3rd-generation hydrogen 
fuel cell bus independently developed by Yutong. The 
whole vehicle features zero emission, 500-kilometer 
driving range and only 10~15min hydrogen refueling 
time. The vehicle can achieve startup at the temperature 
as low as -30 °C, which is well adapted to cold weather.

As of July this year, the reliability verification mileage 
for Yutong hydrogen fuel cell buses has exceeded 90,000 
kilometers, effectively verifying the reliability of fuel cell 
system, hydrogen system, DC/DC voltage converters 
and integrated vehicle control. In addition, the vehicle’s 
specification has been fully upgraded. The 360° surround 
view system, air suspension system, barrier-free access 
and so on are added on the vehicle, making it much 
smarter and safer and adding a touch of brilliant color to 
the Zhangjiakou Winter Olympics.

This is the first time for Zhengzhou to introduce hydrogen 
powered buses, independently developed by Yutong 
Company. Compared to full electric buses with 200km 
driving range after being charged for two hours, the 
hydrogen fuel cell buses boast 500km driving range and 
less than 10 minutes refueling time. 

Apart from these two advantages, this new energy 
bus has also achieved zero pollution and “negative” 
emissions. Improvements have been achieved in terms 
of vehicle safety, acceleration, shock absorption and 
convenience, bringing passengers and drivers more 
comfortable, convenient and user-friendly experience.

During the operation of Yutong hydrogen fuel cell 
city buses, they can eliminate 99.9% of the inhalable 
particles in the atmosphere by absorbing air pollutants, 

effectively remove ultra-fine dust smaller than PM2.5, 
and emit clean water and air,” said Guo Yongshan from 
the New Energy Product Department of Yutong Company.

According to Wang Shuzheng, head of the Fleet 
Management Department of the 4th Company of 
Zhengzhou Public Transportation Corporation, the newly 
used buses are equipped with air suspension instead 
of steel leaf spring, enabling the vehicle to run more 
stably. Under normal running status, the chassis is less 
than twenty centimeters away from the ground, making 
it easier for passengers to get on and off the vehicle. 
In order to meet the needs of running in the uneven or 
waterlogged road sections, the vehicle can be raised by 
twenty centimeters on the original basis.

Taking the physically challenged passengers into 
consideration, the vehicle has the kneeling function 
to reduce the body floor by ten centimeters on the 
service door side, thus facilitating the their boarding 
and alighting. Meanwhile, the manually controlled ramp 
can help the wheelchair users to get on and off the bus 
easily.
Furthermore, the vehicle is equipped with four hydrogen 
leakage sensors. When the hydrogen concentration 
reaches 1.6%, the alarm is triggered. When it reaches 
2%, the hydrogen supply will be cut off, and the alarm on 
the dashboard will alert the driver to take corresponding 
measures as soon as possible. In addition, the vehicle 
is also provided with two sets of video surveillance 
systems, and totally seven cameras are available to 
provide an overall surveillance so as to guarantee the 
safety of the vehicle.
“From diesel and gasoline powered buses to hybrid and 
full electric buses, to hydrogen fuel cell buses, the fuel 
form of buses is constantly changing, and the bus models 
are also upgrading. All these are aimed to give citizens a 
more humanized and clean travel environment,” said 
Wang Zhengshu. 

As the host city of the 24th Winter Olympic Games, Zhangjiakou aims 
to create a green winter Olympics and is committed to taking the lead in 
applying leading-edge hydrogen fuel cell buses.
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New joint collaboration plans to boost 
LNG bunkering in Western Japan

The joint project will seek to commercialize a new business to supply LNG as 
a marine fuel to ships in the Setouchi and Kyushu areas of western Japan.

K yushu Electric Power Co., Inc. has signed a 
memorandum of understanding with Saibu Gas 
Co., Ltd., The Chugoku Electric Power Co., Inc., 
and Nippon Yusen Kabushiki Kaisha (NYK), for joint 

discussions on the commercialization of a new business to 
supply LNG as a marine fuel to ships in the Setouchi and 
Kyushu areas of western Japan.

The demand for LNG as a marine fuel, a practical 
alternative to heavy fuel oil because of its relatively low 
emission of air polluting substances and greenhouse gases, 

is expected to increase after a global 0.5% sulfur cap is 
introduced in 2020.

Therefore, Kyushu Electric Power Co., Inc. and the three 
companies have decided to examine the commercialization 
of an LNG bunkering business in the Setouchi and Kyushu.

Compared to heavy fuel oil, the use of LNG can reduce 
emissions of SOx and particulate matter by 
approximately 100%, NOx by as much as 80%, and CO2 by 
approximately 30%. 
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StarTran

M ayor of Lincoln Chris Beutler announced that 11 
StarTran buses fueled by CNG started service 
in August. The new buses replace 17-year-old 
diesel-fueled vehicles and offer these benefits: 

lower operating costs and a more stable fuel supply and 
cost; enhanced mechanical reliability that will improve 
on-time performance; upgraded seating for riders and 
operators; upgraded camera systems, including back-
up cameras; and touch-screen instrumentation and 
adjustable, automatic pedals for operators.

“Putting these buses on the street takes us significantly 
closer to the community’s goal of reducing the use of non-
renewable fuels in City vehicles,” Beutler said. “Clean, 
efficient CNG-fueled buses deliver the same number 
of people to their destinations with 20% less tailpipe 
greenhouse emissions.”

The recently-adopted Lincoln Environmental Action Plan 
includes a goal to reduce non-renewable fuel usage in City 
fleet operations by 50% by 2030. StarTran’s fleet includes 
80 vehicles. By 2019, half of the fleet will use alternative 
fuel or propulsion. This includes 37 CNG-fueled vehicles 
(24 buses, 11 HandiVans and two trolleys) scheduled to 
begin service in mid-2019.

“More riders are turning to StarTran because of its 
environmental benefits for our community, and we are 
moving closer to our goal of a 100% environmentally 
friendly system,” Transit Manager Mike Davis said. “These 
buses promote cleaner air and deliver comfortable 
passenger seating and a quieter ride.”

The need to replace buses was identified in StarTran’s 
Transit Development Plan (TDP), which seeks to grow 

Buses in Nebraska drive greener with CNG
11 StarTran buses fueled by natural gas started service in August in the city of Lincoln. 
Moreover, Omaha Metro has ordered CNG vehicles to New Flyer as part of its plan to 
reduce fleet emissions through replacement.

ridership and increase efficiency through route changes, 
additional service offerings, and better amenities. About 
$3.4 million in grants from the U.S. Department of 
Transportation’s Federal Transit Administration helped 
fund the replacement program.

Omaha Metro

The Transit Authority of the city of Omaha (Omaha 
Metro) has awarded New Flyer with an order for 18 
35-foot Xcelsior® heavy-duty transit buses. The new 
buses, awarded in three separate orders, include CNG 
vehicles. The buses are also low-floor vehicles capable of 
“kneeling”, making the boarding process more convenient 
and fully accessible, while maintaining Omaha Metro’s 
100% ADA accessible fleet. The order will replace older, 
existing buses with more efficient models.

“These new buses help Omaha Metro provide a 
transportation system that is citizen-focused, efficient, 
and well-managed,” said Curt Simon, Executive Director of 
Omaha Metro.

The buses are a part of Omaha Metro’s plan to reduce fleet 
emissions through replacement. In the last few months, 
Omaha Metro has replaced nine paratransit vans with 
CNG-powered vehicles and is in the process of installing 
50 durable, solar-powered bus shelters. Upcoming 
improvements include GPS bus tracking and onboard Wi-Fi.

“New Flyer is proud to support Omaha Metro in upgrading 
its fleet with more economical, comfortable, and reliable 
vehicles,” said Wayne Joseph, President, New Flyer of 
America. “We are thrilled to provide more low and no-
emission buses that fit Omaha Metro’s goals of providing 
accessible transit to all, with increased efficiency that 
helps conserve the environment.” 
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Gov. David Ige and the Hawaii Department of 
Transportation (HDOT) announced an alternative energy 
pilot bus program at the Daniel K. International Airport 
(HNL) will begin September 1, 2018. The pilot program 
will involve a yearlong trial of alternative fuel buses 
as shuttles, including natural gas and biomethane 
vehicles, between HNL terminals and the interim 
Consolidated Rent-A-Car (ConRAC) facility and will result 
in the selection of a clean energy technology for HNL’s 
permanent rental car shuttle fleet.

“Hawaii is committed to making a clean energy 
transformation. As an island state at risk of rising sea 
levels and climate change, we can’t afford not to be. 
While the federal government is attempting to roll back 
emissions standards, we are proud to surge ahead with 
the largest renewable airport bus fleet program in the 
nation,” said Gov. David Ige.

Hawaii governor unveils airport shuttle 
project including CNG buses HDOT Airports Division staff and consultants will weigh 

factors such as cost to buy or lease the buses, operation 
cost, maintenance cost, environmental impacts, and 
long-term feasibility to make a selection between buses 
powered by (bio) CNG and other clean technologies. The 
selected buses will replace the current fleet of diesel and 
gasoline powered vehicles and will begin running to the 
permanent ConRAC facility in 2021.

The pilot program adds to other Hawaii’s energy savings 
initiatives such as the replacement of over 98,000 lighting 
fixtures at airports statewide and the installation of 4,260 
solar modules on the roof of HNL’s Terminal 1 parking 
structure.

Hawaii Gas, Hawaiian Electric, Roberts Hawaii, Ricardo, 
and the rental car companies are participating in the one-
year pilot program at an approximate cost of $3 million 
including lease of four 28-passenger buses, labor, bus 
operations and maintenance.

Oakland International Airport (OAK) announced the 
arrival of nine parking shuttle buses. Powered by 
compressed natural gas, these vehicles can reduce 
fuel costs by up to 50% and greenhouse gas emissions 
by 25%. The new fleet, consisting of El Dorado Class-E 
buses from Creative Bus Sales, replaces the 2003 Ford 
Aerotech “Cutaway”-style minibuses.

The vibrant blue buses have just completed the testing 
period and are already in use, allowing OAK to provide 
convenient and environmentally sustainable service 
between airline terminals and parking facilities.

Oakland International Airport debuts CNG 
shuttle bus fleet

“Safety, security, and enhanced customer service are 
top priorities at OAK. This is just as true for customers 
boarding aircraft as it is for passengers riding the 
new and improved parking shuttles. From concept to 
delivery, this journey has been extremely rewarding,” 
said Acting Parking and Ground Transportation 
Manager, Alma Peña.

OAK’s public and employee parking facilities – the 
Economy Lot, the Oakland Maintenance Center (OMC) 
Lot, and the Neil Armstrong Lot (NAL) – are just a short 
bus ride away from the terminals. During the last fiscal 
year, which ended in June, 921,457 passengers utilized 
OAK parking shuttles. This is up 5% from 875,381 
passengers served in the prior fiscal year.
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Vehicles and engines speed up transition 
to low and near zero emissions

While California fleet starts food delivery with ultra-low emission CNG trucks, Agility’s 
first Low-NOx natural gas engine has obtained CARB approval. Furthermore, Kenworth 
T680, T880 and T880S trucks are available with near zero NOx natural gas engine.

Low-NOx natural gas engine

A gility Fuel Solutions has received California Air 
Resources Board (CARB) certifications for its 
first natural gas-powered engine. The Agility 
366NGTM, a General Motors 6.0L engine with 

an Agility natural gas fuel system, is certified to meet 
the CARB Optional Low NOx Emissions Standards and 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Standards.

In addition, Agility also received CARB Heavy-Duty On-Board 
Diagnostics (HD-OBD) certification with full compliance.

The certified engine is suited for school bus, walk-in van, 
cutaway chassis, cabover, terminal tractor, and medium-
duty work truck applications in all 50 states.  It is 
available to vehicle OEMs as a standalone engine or as a 
fuel system only and can be combined with Agility’s CNG 
storage solutions resulting in a complete end-to-end 
natural gas solution for Class 4-6 medium-duty vehicles.

“This certification demonstrates Agility’s capabilities 
to meet newer, more stringent engine certification 

requirements, including HD-OBD,” said Brad Garner, 
Agility’s President – Powertrain Systems. “In addition, 
because this engine is certified to the Optional Low NOx 
standard, fleets using this engine will qualify for a higher 
level of grant funding and rebates.”

Ultra-low emission CNG trucks

Southern California Gas Co. (SoCalGas) and Food 
Express, Inc. (FXI) announced the addition of 11 new 
ultra-low emission natural gas trucks to the FXI delivery 
fleet. The company, with the assistance of SoCalGas, 
applied for and received $1.1 million in grant funding for 
the new trucks. The company has an additional 35 trucks 
on order. FXI transports flour and malt barley throughout 
California for use in products such as bread, ramen 
noodles, tortillas and craft beer.

Funding was received from the Prop 1B program 
administered by the San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution 
Control District and the California Hybrid and Zero-
Emission Truck and Bus Voucher Incentive Program 
(HVIP). The purchase of 46 new trucks represents about 
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50% of FXI’s California fleet. The company is on the wait 
list for an additional $900,000 in Prop 1B grants from the 
San Diego Air Pollution Control District, which would be 
used to purchase another 9 trucks. Replacing 55 diesel 
trucks with new ultra-low emission natural gas trucks is 
the equivalent of taking more than 3,100 passenger cars 
off the road.

Kevin Keeney, vice president of Food Express, Inc., 
said: “We’ve heard from many customers over the 
last few years about ways we can make our operation 
more environmentally-friendly. Our fleet travels 
about 7.5 million miles in California each year and the 
technological advancements of these new heavy-duty 
engines made our decision to switch to natural gas 
trucks an easy choice.”  

“Over the last year, we’ve assisted SoCalGas customers 
with more than 400 applications for incentive funding 
to use for the trade in of existing diesel trucks for new 
natural gas ones,” said Yuri Freedman, senior director 
of business development for SoCalGas. “At a time when 
greenhouse gas emissions from the transportation 
sector are increasing, the move to clean technologies 
is vital if California is to achieve ambitious 2030 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction and air quality 
goals. These new natural gas trucks represent the 
only solution commercially available and will have an 
immediate impact on air quality.”

‘Near Zero’ NG engine

The Kenworth T680 on-highway flagship and Kenworth 
T880 and T880S vocational trucks are now available with 
the Cummins Westport L9N near zero NOx emissions 
natural gas engine.

The L9N engine is certified to the California Air 
Resources Board (CARB) optional low NOx standard of 
0.02 g/bhp-hr ‒ a 90% reduction from engines operating 

at the current Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) NOx limit of 0.2 g/bhp-hr. In addition to ultra-
low emissions, the L9N features on-board diagnostic 
capability, a unique maintenance-free three-way 
catalyst, closed crankcase ventilation system, and an 
engine control module with excellent durability.

The T680, T880 and T880S offer the 8.9-liter L9N rated at 
320 hp and 1,000 lb-ft of torque. The engine operates on 
100% natural gas, which can be carried on the vehicle in 
either CNG or LNG form. The engine is also compatible 
with renewable natural gas, which can provide even 
further reductions in GHG emissions.

“The Kenworth T680, T880 and T880S specified with the 
Cummins Westport L9N near zero emissions engine are 
ideal for pickup and delivery, vocational and refuse fleets 
focused on reducing their environmental impact and 
decreasing operating costs,” said Kurt Swihart, 
Kenworth marketing director. 
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T he Trump Administration’s Safer Affordable Fuel-
Efficient (SAFE) Vehicles Rule for Model Years 
2021-2026 Passenger Cars and Light Trucks 
reflects significant work by Natural Gas Vehicles 

for America (NGVAmerica) and other NGV advocates. The 
recently-released proposed fuel efficiency requirements 
for light-duty vehicles suggest that natural gas is an 
important part of the climate change battle.

“This joint proposal by the U.S. Department of 
Transportation and Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) to update national automobile fuel-economy 
and greenhouse gas standards reflects a growing 
understanding in Washington that natural gas must be a 
growing part of the transportation fuel mix, if we are to 
successfully address climate change concerns in a timely 
and cost-effective way,” said NGVAmerica President 
Dan Gage. “We are working so that, once concluded, 
this process to update fuel efficiency requirements will 
incentivize manufacturers to produce more NGVs and 
light-duty fleets to utilize more NGVs nationwide.”

Among numerous natural gas citations, the August 2nd 
notice includes, “EPA received input from several industry 
stakeholders who supported expanding [these] incentives to 
further incentivize vehicles capable of operating on natural 

Trump’s new fuel-efficient vehicle 
rule reflects NGV industry efforts

gas, including treating incentives for natural gas vehicles 
on par with those for electric vehicles and other advanced 
technologies, and adjusting or removing the minimum range 
requirements for dual fueled CNG vehicles.”

Natural gas has a strong record as a clean, zero 
emission-equivalent, domestically-available 
transportation fuel. And when the newest Ultra Low-NOx 
natural gas engines are fueled with biogas – or renewable 
natural gas – captured from landfills, wastewater, and 
food and agricultural waste, its results are carbon neutral 
or even carbon negative. 

The Trump Administration’s SAFE Vehicles Rule for Model Years 2021-2026 Passenger 
Cars and Light Trucks reflects significant work by NGVAmerica and other NGV advocates.

As the California Legislature reconvenes for its final 
2018 session, the California NGV Coalition (CNGVC) has 
high hopes for legislation benefiting alternative fuels 
industries. One bill—AB 2061, which supports clean 
trucks—is likely to pass the Legislature. Passage of a 
second bill, SB 1440, which encourages biomethane 
development, is also likely, but it will be a bit of a fight. 
Gov. Jerry Brown is expected will sign AB 2061, which 
would allow any near-zero-emission or zero-emission 
vehicle to exceed the current weight limits on heavy-
duty trucks by as much as 2,000 pounds. The Senate 
Appropriations Committee will hear the bill August 16.

California NGV Coalition, optimistic about 
alternative fuel legislation

“This is the first bill the Coalition has sponsored, under 
my tenure, that will benefit all alternative fuel vehicles,” 
said Coalition President Thomas Lawson. “Not only 
will it make it easier for fleets to adopt all types of 
alternative fuel technologies, it also will demonstrate 
the state’s acceptance of heavy-duty NGVs and natural 
gas fuels as an important part of California’s long-term 
transportation strategy.”

SB 1440, which would require the California Public 
Utilities Commission to establish a biomethane 
program by July 1, 2019, faces a tougher battle than 
AB 2061. That is partly because it is specific to natural 
gas transportation fuel rather than alternative fuels in 
general, said Lawson. The biggest challenge, he said, 
is providing evidence that RNG should receive the same 
benefits as other fuels in its procurement and use. If SB 
1440 does pass, it would be a significant victory for the 
RNG industry, mandating that California gas companies 
procure a total of 32 billion cubic feet of pipeline-quality 
biomethane annually by January 1, 2030.

August 17 is the last day for fiscal committees to meet 
and report bills, August 24 is the last day that bills can 
be amended on the floor by the Rules and Conference 
committees, and August 31 is the final day for each house 
to pass bills as the Legislature begins its final recess 
for the year. “This bill encourages public and private 
investment in RNG projects, which are a key ingredient 
for cleaning up the heavy-duty transportation sector and 
decarbonizing the pipeline system,” added Lawson.
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L andi Renzo USA, division of Landi Renzo Group, has 
achieved California Air Resources Board (CARB) 
certification for new Ford F-250 and F-350 pickup 
trucks across all cab configurations with CNG. 

Landi Renzo’s Eco-Ready Fleet™ CNG systems help fleets 
run cleaner by lowering vehicle emissions and reducing 
environmental impact, while decreasing fuel costs 
and maintaining vehicle performance. With this CARB 
Executive Order, Landi Renzo USA is the only alternative 
fuel solutions developer and installer that is CARB-
certified for medium and light duty platforms.

California approves new CNG systems 
for Ford F-250 and F-350 trucks 

Landi Renzo has achieved CARB certification for new Ford F-250 and F-350 pickup trucks 
across all cab configurations with CNG. Landi Renzo’s Eco-Ready Fleet™ CNG systems help 
fleets run cleaner by lowering vehicle emissions and reducing environmental impact.

“Receiving CARB certification for the Ford F-250 
and F-350 was a tremendous team effort and clearly 
demonstrates a strong commitment to fleet customers,” 
said Andrea Landi, president, Landi Renzo USA. “Our 
systems provide fuel economy improvements and 
sustainability benefits for California businesses, utility 
companies, commercial and municipal fleets. We have 
a product roadmap that identifies high-demand vehicles 
for technology investments and we are maintaining 
global leadership in alternative fuels through continuous 
innovation.”

Exclusively for California and the markets requiring CARB 
certification, new F-250 and F-350 trucks are offered 
through Landi Renzo’s certified Ford dealer network for 
ship-thru directly to its Ford Qualified Vehicle Modifier 
(QVM) installation facility located in Torrance, California. 
Nationally, Landi Renzo has both ship-thru near Ford 
plants or certified installer options for regional support to 
accommodate its network of dealers and fleets.

“The Ford super duty trucks are popular because of their 
generous payload and towing capacity. We know our fleet 
customers will benefit from this significant addition to our 
comprehensive Ford product line with CNG,” added Paul 
Shaffer, executive vice president for business 
development with Landi Renzo USA. “We will offer many 
options, including multiple CNG tank configurations and 
other essential equipment used in fleet operations for the 
full-size pickup trucks.” 

ICOM North America LLC of New Hudson, Michigan, and 
Nat G CNG Solutions LLC of Houston, Texas signed an 
Exclusive Dealer Agreement under which Nat G will be a 
non-exclusive dealer for ICOM’s Dynamic™ CNG, LNG and 
RNG Systems for heavy duty trucks, which are powered 
by Ecomotive’s ECU, and utilize advanced ICOM and 
Blackstone components.

Nat G started as a non-exclusive dealer for ICOM in 
2017 and its initial success introducing ICOM Systems to 
fleets they currently serve validated the value of ICOM 
partnering with a Texas based company to offer both 
natural gas and LPG systems for public and private fleets.

Dudley Westlake, Fleet Development Specialist of ICOM, 
said: “Nat G has a successful history of supplying and 
servicing public and private fleets in Texas and Oklahoma 
and we look forward to working together to offer our 
Dual Fuel Natural Gas/Diesel systems to their current 

New exclusive agreement enhances 
alternative fuel system distribution 

customer base.”

Dennis Foose, CEO of Nat G, added: “By adding ICOM’s 
Natural Gas Dual Fuel systems to our proven CNG 
systems, we can truly offer all of our fleet customers the 
best available alternative fuel systems for vehicles of all 
sizes and applications. We have been very impressed by 
the ICOM alternative fuel systems and recognized that 
large and small fleets can now work with Nat G to select 
the optimum technologies, infrastructure, and customer 
service to support their fleets.”
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W isconsin-based Ponderosa Dairy has partnered 
with has partnered with DTE Energy and Rev 
LNG LLC to break ground on a state of the art 
natural gas processing facility at the Pagel 

Farm in Kewaunee. The new plant will create renewable 
natural gas that is generated by cow manure. It will be 
pumped into an underground anaerobic digester where 
the methane released from the manure will be captured. 
The methane will be then refined to meet pipeline quality 
standards, trucked to a central location and injected into a 
natural gas transmission line. This will ultimately be used 
as a vehicle fuel.

For many years, Pagel’s Ponderosa Dairy Farm has used 
generators to produce electricity, but they have become 
inefficient and uneconomical. Now with the natural gas 
facility, they will be able to use cow manure to create 
energy that is useable across the farm.

According to the Michigan-based company DTE Energy, 
they estimate that it will reduce yearly greenhouse gas 
emissions by an amount equal to removing 9,200 vehicles 
from the road and saving the equivalent of burning more 
than 4.8 million gallons of gasoline.

Two other farms in the area are also taking part in the 
renewable natural gas movement. Construction and 
operations of the facility is expected to add almost 30 

Wisconsin dairy farm will produce 
biogas to power Californian fleets

construction jobs and four full time operating jobs for the 
community. Construction will be complete early next year. 

“This gas goes to California, where it actually gets 
consumed in an engine,” said David Kailbourne, CEO of 
Pennsylvania-based REV LNG, a diversified LNG and CNG 
distribution and solutions company that is developing the 
facility with DTE Biomass Energy. “It gets consumed in a 
big 18-wheeler truck fleet, it gets consumed in city buses, 
and it displaces diesel fuel with renewable natural gas 
that’s made right here in Wisconsin.”

Ponderosa Dairy DTE Energy and Rev LNG LLC broke ground on a new processing facility, which will 
create renewable natural gas from cow manure. The methane will be refined to meet pipeline quality 
standards, trucked to a central location and injected into a natural gas transmission line. This will 
ultimately be used as a vehicle fuel.

Air Liquide was joined by stakeholders, local officials and 
members of the community to inaugurate a biomethane 
production plant in Walnut, Mississippi. The facility is 
located in the Northeast Mississippi Landfill (NEML) 
site, which is owned by Northeast Mississippi Solid 
Waste Management Authority, and operated by Waste 
Connections, Inc., a national solid waste company.

This is the first large-scale biomethane production 
plant designed and built by Air Liquide in the United 
States. It purifies household waste gas provided by the 
landfill and converts it into a renewable natural gas 
that is reintroduced back into the energy grid to provide 
renewable energy for surrounding communities.

Air Liquide is developing innovative technologies that 
span the entire biomethane value chain and currently 
operates 10 biomethane production units worldwide. In 
April 2018, Air Liquide announced it doubled its global 
biomethane production capacity, and allocated over the 

Landfill biomethane production plant 
opens in Mississippi

last four years around 100 million euros in strategic 
investments including for the new NEML site.

“Air Liquide is committed to providing reliable, secure 
and sustainable energy solutions for our customers 
and global society, and we firmly believe in the power 
of renewable energy as a cornerstone of this energy 
transformation. We are proud to offer innovative 
and sustainable technologies that strengthen this 
commitment across the US,” said Michael Graff, 
Executive Vice President & Executive Committee 
Member of Air Liquide S.A. and Chairman and CEO of 
American Air Liquide Holdings, Inc.
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In partnership with Independence Fuel Systems (IFS), 
GAIN Clean Fuel announced the opening of a new 
public natural gas fueling station in Dallas, Texas, 
that will dispense premium, renewable natural gas, 
capable of reducing emissions up to 125%, through 
efficiencies during fuel production and use. The station 
is conveniently located along I-20, between I-35 East and 
I-45 at 8181 South Lancaster Road, Dallas, TX, 75241.

The Dallas location, like all other GAIN Clean Fuel and 
Fast Flow (IFS division) stations, was designed to easily 
accommodate class 8 vehicles and constructed with 

More renewable natural gas available at 
Texas refueling network

only the finest equipment to provide fast-fill capabilities, 
delivering unmatched reliability, and reduced fuel times.

“This station will allow leading companies to reduce their 
transportation-related emissions – satisfying greenhouse 
gas targets and improving air quality for communities in 
the greater Dallas area,” said GAIN Clean Fuel President 
Mike Koel. “We’re committed to providing the best level 
of service at all of our stations, indicated by our unrivaled 
99.7% site uptime.”

“This is an exciting opportunity for us to further our 
mission of helping build America’s energy independence 
by providing high quality CNG stations,” said Kevin 
Russell, CEO at IFS. “We are proud to have FastFlow CNG 
serve this region.”

Southern California Gas Co. announced grant funding 
has been awarded to Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory (LLNL) and Stanford School of Engineering’s 
Spormann Laboratory to conduct new power-to-gas 
research. The two entities will receive $800,000 from 
the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). SoCalGas will 
provide co-funding of $400,000 in addition to $125,000 
of seed funding it provided in 2017.  The research will be 
conducted at both LLNL and Spormann in August, and is 
expected to be complete by mid-2020.

The initiative will research the use of microbes to 
convert carbon dioxide directly to methane using 
renewable electricity, a process known as microbial 
electromethanogenesis (ME). If developed as envisioned, 
ME could become a highly efficient, large-scale storage 
technology for excess wind and solar energy. This would, 
in turn, make both renewable electricity and renewable 
natural gas less expensive and more plentiful.  

The research will continue past research by Spormann 
Laboratory on microbes that create methane, as well 
as advances in 3D-printed carbon aerogel electrode 
materials made by LLNL. Biogas will be supplied by Delta 
Diablo, a Livermore, Calif., wastewater treatment plant. 
Raw biogas is mostly methane, but also contains about 
30 to 40% carbon dioxide, which is typically vented to the 
atmosphere in a biogas production facility.  

U.S. Department of Energy funds renewable 
natural gas research

“This technology has the potential to cut the cost of 
processing biogas, while nearly doubling the amount 
of this easily-stored renewable energy and reducing 
carbon dioxide emissions,” said Yuri Freedman, SoCalGas 
senior director of business development. “It could make 
a big difference for small-scale biogas producers like 
dairy farms and feedlots, which collectively make up the 
majority of California’s renewable natural gas potential.”

SoCalGas provided funding to this research to further 
develop the technologies known as power-to-gas (P2G), 
which stores excess renewable electricity as renewable 
gas rather than in conventional batteries. Power-to-
gas has two distinct advantages over batteries: nearly 
unlimited amounts of electricity can be easily stored for 
very long periods of time, and it can be stored and used 
with existing infrastructure.  
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C rowley Maritime Corp. has taken delivery of 
El Coquí, one of the world’s first combination 
container/roll on-roll off (ConRo) ships powered 
by LNG, from shipbuilder VT Halter Marine Inc. 

El Coquí is the first of two Commitment Class, LNG-
powered ConRo ships being built for Crowley’s shipping 
and logistics services between Jacksonville, Fla., and San 
Juan, Puerto Rico. Working with Eagle LNG Partners, the 
ships will be bunkered from a shoreside fuel depot at the 
Port of Jacksonville (JAXPORT).

Operated by Crowley’s global ship management group, 
El Coquí will make its maiden voyage to San Juan this 
month from JAXPORT, its dedicated U.S. mainland port. 
Construction of sister ship Taino is well underway at VT 

Crowley receives first LNG-powered 
ConRo ship to service Puerto Rico

VT Halter Marine Inc. has delivered El Coquí, one of the world’s first combination container/
roll on-roll off (ConRo) ships powered by LNG, to Crowley. El Coquí will serve Crowley’s 
shipping and logistics services between Jacksonville, Fla., and San Juan, Puerto Rico.

North America’s first LNG bunker barge was 
delivered in Jacksonville

Conrad Industries, Inc. announced the successful completion 
and delivery of the Clean Jacksonville, the first LNG bunker 
barge built in North America. The Clean Jacksonville was 
constructed in Orange, TX, at Conrad Orange Shipyard, a 
subsidiary of Conrad Industries, and the safe and successful 
gas trial execution took place in Port Fourchon, LA.  The 
vessel will enter service for TOTE Maritime Puerto Rico in 
the Port of Jacksonville, FL, where the vessel will bunker two 
Marlin Class containerships operating on LNG fuel between 
Jacksonville and San Juan, Puerto Rico.

“The successful completion and delivery of the Clean 
Jacksonville is both a proud and humbling moment for 
Conrad. I am proud of our team’s tenacious dedication to 
the completion of this project and unwavering adherence 
to our commitments. At the same time, we are humbled 
and grateful to be a part of an unparalleled international 
partnership comprised of the owner, our engineering groups, 
vendors and manufacturers who made this vessel a reality,” 
said Brett Wolbrink, Vice President of Conrad LNG, LLC.

Of equal importance was the extensive collaboration with 

Halter Marine’s shipyard in Pascagoula, Miss., and she is 
scheduled to enter service later this year.

The new Crowley ships, built specifically for the Puerto Rico 
trade, are 219.5 meters (720 feet), 26,500 deadweight tons 
(DWT), and will be able to transport up to 2,400 twenty-foot-
equivalent container units (TEUs) at a cruising speed of 22 
knots. A wide range of container sizes and types will be 
accommodated, including 53-foot by 102-inch-wide, high-
capacity containers, up to 300 refrigerated containers, and 
a mix of about 400 cars and larger vehicles in the enclosed, 
ventilated and weather-tight Ro/Ro decks.

“This delivery represents another milestone in our 
unwavering commitment to Puerto Rico and the Jones Act,” 
said Tom Crowley, chairman and CEO. “We have dedicated 
significant time, effort and more than $550 million, which 
includes these new ships, to transform our Puerto Rico 
shipping and logistics services to world-class standards. We 
thank the men and women at Crowley, VT Halter Marine and 
other partners, who have dedicated themselves to bringing 
this magnificent new ship to life.” 

“The talented workforce of VT Halter Marine is to be 
commended for its dedication to delivering El Coquí to 
Crowley,” said Rob Mullins, chief executive officer of VT 
Halter Marine. “We are proud to be a part of Crowley’s long-
standing legacy in transportation services, and recognize 
the important role these vessels will play in enhancing 
supply chain services for Puerto Rico shippers.”. 

regulatory agencies to accomplish this industry first. 
Wolbrink went on to state, “We were fortunate to have 
such a good working relationship with the USCG and ABS 
throughout the design, engineering and construction of the 
LNG bunker barge.”    

“It is the first LNG bunker barge built in North America. 
It is the first time the GTT membrane system has been 
installed in a non self-propelled barge in the U.S. It is the 
first time an LNG bunker mast of this type has been built. 
The list goes on,” commented Johnny Conrad, President 
and CEO of Conrad Industries, Inc. “I am proud of Conrad’s 
commitment, investment and foresight in shepherding the 
advancement of LNG as a marine fuel. We welcome the 
opportunity to work with customers as they explore and 
pursue the use of LNG in their vessels.”   

“TOTE Maritime Puerto Rico is excited to utilize the Clean 
Jacksonville for our LNG bunkering. Our partners, including 
Conrad Shipyard and GTT, have been critical in our 
development of North America’s first LNG bunker barge. 
The use of LNG as a maritime fuel results in tremendous 
environmental benefits – including air and water quality 
improvements – and this barge is the final critical 
component of our LNG program in Jacksonville,” added Tim 
Nolan, President and CEO of TOTE
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U.S. Energy Department supports more 
hydrogen fuel cell projects

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) selected 28 projects 
totaling $38 million to support early-stage research 
and development of innovative hydrogen and fuel cell 
technologies. This work also supports the DOE’s H2@ Scale 
initiative to produce and use hydrogen across multiple 
energy sectors.

“As an energy carrier, hydrogen can help unite all of our 
nation’s abundant fossil, nuclear, and renewable energy 
resources,” said Energy Secretary Rick Perry. “It is part 
of the Department’s diverse energy portfolio focused 
on providing affordable, reliable energy to American 
families and businesses.”

Selections for this investment focus on key early-stage 
technical challenges related to non-precious metal 

catalysts, fuel cell membranes, reversible fuel cells, and 
electrolyzers to produce hydrogen, as well as innovative 
concepts to improve efficiency and lower costs of 
hydrogen vehicle refueling infrastructure. 

Selections span three topic areas: Platinum Free 
Catalysts to Lower Fuel Cell Costs; H2@ Scale: Hydrogen 
Production and Delivery Infrastructure Research; 
Innovative Fuel Cell Concepts.

T oyota unveiled the second iteration of its hydrogen 
fuel cell Class 8 truck at the Center for Automotive 
Research (CAR) in Northern Michigan. The new 
truck, known internally as “Beta,” expands on the 

capabilities of Toyota’s first Project Portal test vehicle 
by increasing the estimated range to more than 300 
miles per fill. The truck also enhances versatility and 
maneuverability with the addition of a sleeper cab and a 
unique fuel cabinet combination that further increases cab 
space without increasing wheelbase.

Since it first began operation in April 2017, the Project 
Portal “Alpha” truck has logged nearly 10,000 miles of 
testing and real-world drayage operations in and around 
the Ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles while emitting 
nothing but water vapor. The Beta vehicle will begin 
drayage operations in the fall, increasing the Ports’ zero 
emission trucking capacity and further reducing the 
environmental impact of drayage operations.

Project Portal 2.0 builds on the lessons learned from the 
launch of the Alpha vehicle in 2017. The first heavy-duty 
truck was the result of a true skunkworks effort within 
Toyota that moved from initial concept to a fully-capable 
drayage truck driving silently out of a Michigan garage in 
just over a year. Engineers and technicians worked long 
hours to reconfigure the wire harnesses, electronics and 
other components of two off-the-lot Mirai fuel cell cars 
to create one of the world’s first OEM-built zero-emission 
heavy trucks.

With a gross combined weight capacity of 80,000 lbs. and 
a driving range of more than 200 miles per fill, the 670-
plus horsepower Alpha truck produces 1325 pound-feet of 
torque from two Mirai fuel cell stacks and a 12kWh battery. 

Toyota unveils second version of its 
hydrogen fuel cell heavy truck

The second iteration of the hydrogen fuel cell Class 8 truck, known internally as 
“Beta,” expands on the capabilities of Toyota’s first Project Portal test vehicle 
by increasing the estimated range to more than 300 miles per fill. 

Project Portal Beta maintains these torque and horsepower 
numbers while also extending the range of the vehicle and 
pushing forward on other key performance metrics.

“By evaluating the first truck in our test facilities and on 
the actual roads in the LA area, we made a list of 
improvements for the Beta truck build process and 
performance enhancements,” said Andrew Lund, chief 
engineer for the project. “We needed to move beyond a 
proof of concept, which the first truck accomplished, to 
something that is not only better than the original but is 
also more commercially viable.” 




